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AGENDA

- Nature of Innovation
- IDM Ecosystem
- Basic structure of RPAS
- Professional Drone Operators
- alpine.expert/drones
NOI. NATURE OF INNOVATION.

NOI Techpark | Tour by Drone
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oi6xd9dt4hU

NOI Techpark | Facts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNrnbv8-EXk
Südtirol / Alto Adige is one of the most coveted destinations in Europa.
Nowadays it is common to talk about "ecosystems" in the context of regional innovation. The IDM Ecosystem Sports & Alpine Safety acts as a facilitator in the development, testing and INTRODUCTION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY and TECHNIQUES.
EU CHALLENGE: AIR TRAFFIC INSERTION

ALPINE.EXPERT/DRONES

- Agriculture
- Film
- Geo-science
- Emergency
- Transport
- R&D Technology
DRONE MARKET SEKTORS

- Public safety
- Miscellaneous
- Research
- Environmental protection
- Infrastructure
- Cinema
- Agriculture
- Entertainment
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register now: www.alpine.expert